Drug-mediated increase of susceptibility of human lung cancer to NK or LAK effector cells.
Previous studies in murine models have shown that in vivo or in vitro treatment of tumor cells with mutagenic triazene compounds (TZC) lead to the appearance of novel drug-mediated tumor antigens (DMTA) capable of eliciting graft resistance in syngeneic hosts. This phenomenon, defined as 'chemical xenogenization' (CX), could be of potential value for immunochemotherapy of human neoplasias. It was also shown that TZC modulate NK sensitivity of murine tumor cells. Therefore, experiments were conducted to evaluate whether susceptibility of a human lung adenocarcinoma cell line (H125) to natural cytotoxic effectors could be affected by treatment with an in vitro active TZC. The results showed that drug treatment of H125 line leads to heritable increase of susceptibility to NK and LAK cells. Moreover, increased binding between effector and drug-treated target cells was observed. Additional studies on HLA antigens showed that changes in HLA-ABC molecule expression were probably not involved in TZC-induced increase of NK/LAK susceptibility. These results suggest that TZC treatment of a human tumor could result in increased expression of membrane structures recognized by natural cytotoxic effector cells. Further studies are required to explore whether these changes are generated by mutational events correlated with TZC-induced CX of human cancer cells.